
Introducing China to glass films presented CPFilms with two related
challenges: how to get its products to potential consumers and how to
educate these consumers about their products’ benefits. 
The answer was a chain of highly trained and supported shops that has
already brought the company’s automotive film to 150 locations and has, 
in less than a year, established LLumar automotive glass film as one of
China’s most prestigious brands. The company is now looking to create the
same impact with architectural, safety and decorative glass films.
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CP Films’ solution to the problem was to deve-
lop a network of shops. In December 2001, it
launched the LLumar Auto Tinting retail chain.
This was the first operation of its kind in

China, but it rapidly brought
impressive results. So far, 150
shops have been set up, counting
towards a target that the company
has set of 1,000 outlets by 2010.

TECHNICAL TRAINING
The operation’s key, says the
Regional Manager for China and
Hong Kong, Mike Lewis, is tech-
nical training. “The retail shops
make our product unique. Our
Shanghai office identified that in
China our film is relatively expen-
sive, but people did not understand
that it is expensive because it is
special. To sell it, the retailers have
to be trained and informed. They
have to know how to introduce
products to customers and, of
course, they have to know how to

install them.” “While consumers in China have
used low-end window films manufactured in the
Far-East for years, the results are predictably
unprofessional and deteriorate at a high rate,”
says Lewis. “The lack of knowledge around win-

HE CHINESE MARKET
There was never any doubt
that the potential market for

automotive window films in
China is vast. Since the country
joined the World Trade Organisation in 2001
car-ownership has rocketed. But reaching this
market was never going to be straightfor-
ward: window films require technical under-

standing to apply and – just as important – to
sell; and CPFilms’ LLumar products are not,
by local standards, cheap. So how do you
explain to the consumer the benefits that jus-
tify this extra investment?
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ADVERTISING
As the same time,
Mike Lewis has
invested in an adver-
tising campaign. In
the space of ten
months it has helped
build the brand in a
way that has sur-
prized even his own
company. “In China,
LLumar automotive
film is a major brand
and it is seen as the
best. In some ways,
this is new to the
organization. 
In other countries,
CPFilms has not con-
centrated on pro-
moting the brand
itself so much as the
product, but here in

China the brand is famous. “It is about good
quality, said Lewis. “The owner of an expensive
car will travel a long way to get the tint from us,
because it is the best. We also won this reputa-
tion by issuing a warrantee card with each car,
which was new for the Chinese market”, he
added. Tinted window films appeal to China’s
growing number of car owners because of heat,
fashion and the desire for privacy. New cars are
tinted as part of a trend for personalization. This
could also involve, for example, a new audio sys-
tem, changed locks and leather seats. For one rea-
son or another, however, window film is a fea-
ture that most car-owners aspires to.

THE NEXT CHALLENGE
The next challenge Mike Lewis has set himself
it is make LLumar products just as central in ot-
her markets. One immediate target is the archi-

tectural market, which Lewis aims to
reach by launching residential

films using the chain of auto-
motive window film out-
lets as one, but not the
only, marketing channel.
“We are editing a new cat-
alogue – a manual for archi-
tects, decoration compa-

nies and house sales com-

dow film allowed CPFilms to educate con-
sumers on the LLumar product that protects auto-
mobiles from UV rays and also gives it a
unique style.”
The technical staff in Mike Lewis’s Shanghai-
based office use the retail chain to spread
information about the automotive films. Each
dealer is taught about the specific LLumar
products and provided with a strong support and
service background through a standardized
training session in Shanghai. Then to help
dealers apply what they have learned, CPFilms
ensures that stores are built around standardized
products, store imaging and pricing, and assist
with training programmes, management teams
and logistics.
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panies,” Mike Lewis told me. “For consumers,
we have prepared many other flyers and brochures.
We want to sell to consumers in the same way as
we sell to the automotive market. Branding is one
thing, but maybe people do not know about the
product. We aim to sell architectural film to car
owners. The benefits are similar, even if the adhe-
sive and tints are not identical. Price, howev-
er, will be different.” But automotive and build-
ing window films are only two of four separate
markets that Mike Lewis has identified. The oth-
er two products are decorative and safety films.
Both, he says, offer great future potential.
“China is a vast potential market for safety

films – with much greater potential than, for
example, the United States. This is due to the
large amount of Government rules and regula-
tions. The Chinese National Safety Glass Code
is expected to be published before May this year,
and it will have great implications. Regulations
for higher building, for example, include the
requirement that curtain walls must be of lam-
inated, tempered or filmed glass.”
And he has also recently received a very encou-
raging response to CPFilms’ new range of de-
corative films. It has found a ready market in
houses and offices, especially on partitions. “We
did not sell this separately until a few months
ago, when we made a sample booklet with
different colours and patterns. The response was
very encouraging and we are now selling much
more in Shanghai – and we can certainly sell
a lot more than this as well. It is a very attrac-
tive way to make a building different and spe-
cial.” The long term the goal for CPFilms is to
begin manufacturing in China. But, in the short
term, Mike Lewis is going to be very busy
building on the success that comes from getting
to a colossal market with the right product
and the right marketing plan - and, of course,
getting to it first. ■
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